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Understanding Church Growth Understanding
Church Growth
Dr. McGavran wrote 'Bridges of God' Òin the hope that it will shed light on the
process of how peoples become Christian, and help direct the attention of those
who love the Lord to the highways of the Spirit along which His redemptive
Church can advance.Ó
There has been substantial church growth in Britain between 1980 and 2010.
This is the controversial conclusion from the international team of scholars, who
have drawn on interdisciplinary studies and the latest research from across the
UK. Such church growth is seen to be on a large scale, is multi-ethnic and can be
found across a wide range of social and geographical contexts. It is happening
inside mainline denominations but especially in specific regions such as London,
in newer churches and amongst ethnic minorities. Church Growth in Britain
provides a forceful critique of the notion of secularisation which dominates much
of academia and the media - and which conditions the thinking of many churches
and church leaders. This book demonstrates that, whilst decline is happening in
some parts of the church, this needs to be balanced by recognition of the vitality
of large swathes of the Christian church in Britain. Rebalancing the debate in this
way requires wholesale change in our understanding of contemporary British
Christianity.
Leading church growth expert Ed Stetzer extends his missional writings with
Comeback Churches, studying 300 once-declining congregations to determine
what it takes to revive a dying body of believers.
Our entire understanding of funding and sustainability must change. Tithes and
offerings alone are no longer enough to provide for the needs of the local church,
enable pastors to pursue opportunities, or sustain long-term ministry impact.
Growing financial burdens on the middle class, marginal increases in
contributions to religious organizations, shifting generational attitudes toward
giving, and changing demographics are having a negative impact on church
budgets. Given that someday local churches may be required to pay taxes on the
property they own and/or lose the benefit of soliciting tax-deductible gifts, the
time to pivot is now. What's needed is disruptive innovation in church economics.
For churches to not only survive but thrive in the future, leaders must learn to
leverage assets, bless the community, empower entrepreneurs, and create
multiple streams of income to effectively fund mission. You'll learn why you
should and how to do so in The Coming Revolution in Church Economics.
Who leads a church? Why is this important to God? God cares about his glory,
and he means to display his glory through the church. For this very end, God has
established elders and deacons, members, and congregational authority. This
primer on church structure connects the different offices of the church to one
another and to the glory of God.
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During the past twenty years the phenomenon of church growth--especially as it
has been known under the dynamic leadership of Donald McGavran and the
School of World Mission, Fuller Theological Seminary--has resulted in an
impressive array of books, articles, reports, and theses. While freely
acknowledging their debut to the church growth school, the contributors to this
volume wish to explore further the premises, principles, and goals of church
growth. Firmly convinced that church growth is more than empirical data and
effective methods, and that there is nothing approaching a complete book of
church growth, they aim not simply to offer definitive answers but rather to open
up fresh lines of inquiry--historical, experiential, methodological, and theological.
Thus, while interacting with previous studies, the authors view their work as a
constructive contribution to the search for a more adequate understanding of
church growth patterns. Contributors to this volume include Alfred C. Krass,
Harvie M. Conn, Orlando E. Costas, John H. Yoder, Harry R. Boer, and C. RenŽ
Padilla.
A careful and informed assessment of the “emerging church” by a respected
author and scholar The “emerging church” movement has generated a lot of
excitement and exerts an astonishingly broad influence. Is it the wave of the
future or a passing fancy? Who are the leaders and what are they saying? The
time has come for a mature assessment. D. A. Carson not only gives those who
may be unfamiliar with it a perceptive introduction to the emerging church
movement, but also includes a skillful assessment of its theological views.
Carson addresses some troubling weaknesses of the movement frankly and
thoughtfully, while at the same time recognizing that it has important things to say
to the rest of Christianity. The author strives to provide a perspective that is both
honest and fair. Anyone interested in the future of the church in a rapidly
changing world will find this an informative and stimulating read. D. A. Carson
(Ph.D., University of Cambridge) is research professor of New Testament at
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School in Deerfield, Illinois. He is the author of over 45
books, including the Gold Medallion Award-winning book The Gagging of God,
and is general editor of Telling the Truth and Worship by the Book. He has
served as a pastor and is an active guest lecturer in church and academic
settings around the world.
There is no shortage of books these days on new ways of "doing church." New
church models have been both warmly embraced and roundly criticized. What
are church leaders and others concerned about the state of the church to make
of all this? Does the Bible prescribe a standard model for doing church? Or is
there freedom within certain guidelines? In A New Kind of Church, respected
church consultant Aubrey Malphurs addresses these important questions and
suggests that there is room for new ways of doing ministry while being true to
Scripture. In the process, he offers a theological and interpretive framework for
evaluating any church model, new or old. He also offers suggestions for
implementing change in the local church.
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Bishop Hilliard pinpoints the signs leaders should look for in knowing their
churches are growing in a healthy manner, and includes a discussion of satellite
churches, extension churches, and new church plants as signs of healthy growth.
Dr. Glenn W. Mollette has been writing most of his life. He is the author of
numerous books. Church Growth 101 A Church Growth Guidebook for Ministers
and Laity is based on his thirty-five plus years of pastoral ministries. All the
churches Dr. Mollette served grew in attendance, mission giving and effective
ministries. This is a must read for every pastor, church staff worker, and church
member. In this book Dr. Mollette shares practical and simple insights that will
help your church grow. He is a graduate of Georgetown College, The Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary and Lexington Theological Seminary. He has
served as President of the Kentucky Baptist Pastor's Conference and President
of the Kentucky Baptist Convention. Today he is the President of Newburgh
Theological Seminary, Newburgh, Indiana and works with ministers in all fifty
states and over forty countries.
Instead of relying on today's models of successful churches, follow the biblical
pattern for building a vital and solid church on eternal foundations.
This second book of the Pentecostal Church Growth series attempts to determine
the reasons for the explosive growth of the early church in the book of Acts.
Gaining form and momentum over the second half of the 20th century, the
Church Growth movement has become an enormous shaping force on the
Western church today. You may love it, you may hate it, but you can’t deny its
impact. But what exactly is Church Growth? In what ways has the movement
actually brought growth to the church, and how effective has it been in doing so?
What are its strengths and weaknesses? This timely book addresses such
questions. After providing a richly informative history and overview, it explores—in
a first-ever roundtable of their leading voices—five main perspectives, both pro
and con, on the classic Church Growth movement:• Effective Evangelism View
(Elmer Towns)• Gospel in Our Culture View (Craig Van Gelder)• Centrist View
(Charles Van Engen)• Reformist View (Gailyn Van Rheenan)• Renewal View
(Howard Snyder)As in other Counterpoints books, each view is first presented by
its proponent, then critiqued by his co-contributors. The book concludes with
reflections by three seasoned pastors who have grappled with the practical
implications of Church Growth.The interactive and fair-minded nature of the
Counterpoints format allows the reader to consider the strengths and
weaknesses of each view and draw informed, personal conclusions.The
Counterpoints series provides a forum for comparison and critique of different
views on issues important to Christians. Counterpoints books address two
categories: Church Life and Exploring Theology. Complete your library with other
books in the Counterpoints series.
Are you ready to see your church impact more people than you have ever
before? Are you tired of church leadership books that are long on theory but short
on practical help? Have you wanted to reach more people in your community but
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you weren''t sure where to start? Are you worried that your church isn''t reaching
its full potential? "Church Growth Flywheel : 5 Practical Systems To Drive Growth
at Your Church" is full of helpful insights to help your church reach more people
starting today! Bestselling author, Rich Birch, has pulled together his own hardfought experience leading within one of the fastest growing churches in the
country as well as over 200 interviews with church leaders from prevailing
churches. What Church Leaders are Saying About Church Growth Flywheel:
"Rich is right again. Momentum is hard to catch, easy to lose, and most
important. If Flywheel has any importance, it has loads of importance. Don''t miss
this book!" - Clay Scroggins, Lead Pastor, North Point Community Church "Rich
Birch has knocked it out of the park with Church Growth Flywheel. His new book
is full of practical helps for church leaders looking to reach more people in their
communities. Rich cuts through the theory and offers solid advice and guidance
that you can put into action right away." - Dan Reiland, Executive Pastor,
12Stone Church, Lawrenceville, Georgia "Rich Birch has been reading my mind!
After reading the first 15 pages, I made this book mandatory reading for my entire
staff." - Hal Seed, Chief Mentor at PastorMentor.com and Founding Pastor of
New Song Community Church "What an incredible book! Rich has a unique way
of sharing real and relevant practices from his experience and conversations that
will no doubt be a game changer for you and your church community. Church
Growth Flywheel is a gift to church leaders filled with practical yet challenging
steps to help initiate growth and change within your community. And what church
leader doesn''t want to see more lives changed by Christ!" - Sonja Waltman,
Executive Director of Ministries at LCBC Church "Rich brings a wealth of passion,
knowledge and experience to the subject of church growth. He presents a
treasure trove of best practices and learnings around engaging people in your
city with the message of Christ. Church Growth Flywheel is full practical steps
that you can actually start doing and growing in your church, today. I''m so
grateful for Rich''s voice on this subject and I think you will be too." - Carey
Nieuwhof, Founding & Teaching Pastor, Connexus Church "I''ve followed Rich
Birch for many years as he has had a front row seat to some of the fastestgrowing churches in North America. That''s why I got excited when I heard he
was releasing a book with some of what he has learned. You will be energized,
informed, inspired, and equipped after reading Church Growth Flywheel." - Tim
Stevens, Vice President of Consulting, Vanderbloemen Search Group "Insanely
practical... super simple... and absolutely essential! Rich Birch has captured the
disciplines and behaviors that will allow your church to experience growth that
enables you to thrive. Buy one for every member of your team and read it
together!" - Jenni Catron, Founder/CEO The 4Sight Group and author of The 4
Dimensions of Extraordinary Leadership "Most pastors I meet are frustrated since
they are trying tons of tactics for growth, but not seeing any results. It isn''t good
enough to just go out and just do 100 things. Rich''s system is what they are
lacking. For sustained growth, you need an end to end process that''s strategic
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and easy to follow. This book gives you the entire blueprint in one shot."- Kenny
Jahng, Founder, Church Butler Social Media LOOK INSIDE for more
endorsements!
Pastor Bob Russell shares the ten principles upon which Southeast Christian
Church, one of the largest and fastest growing churches in America, was
founded. He shares not only the story of one of the most amazing churches in
America, but also what your church can become if you follow the principles and
allow God to build your church. Can the church truly be the "city on a hill that
cannot be hidden" that Jesus talked about in the Sermon on the Mount? Can it
grow large enough to attract throngs of seekers and yet be loving enough to care
for each individual that comes? Bob Russell, pastor of Southeast Christian
Church—one of the largest and fastest growing churches in America—says that it
most certainly can. But it can only be done when we are submissive to God's will
and allow Him to build that church. In the pages of this far-sighted,
uncompromising book, Bob Russell and his son Rusty share the ten principles
upon which this remarkable church was founded. Throughout the book, you will
see God's mighty power at work in a church that began in 1962 with only 50
members and has now grown to over 14,000 and has become a bustling "city on
a hill" whose beaming faith powerfully impacts its community and the world. This
book shares not only the story of one of the most amazing churches in America
but also the story of what your church can become as you follow these ten timetested principles and allow God to build your church.
Concern about church growth and decline is widespread and contentious, yet
theological reflection on church growth is scarce. Reflecting on the Bible,
dogmatic theology and church history, this book situates the numerical growth of
the church within wider Christian theology. Leading international scholars,
including Alister McGrath, Benedicta Ward and C. Kavin Rowe, contribute a
spectrum of voices from evangelical, charismatic, liberal and anglo-catholic
perspectives. All contributors unite around the importance of seeking church
growth, provided this is situated within a nuanced theological framework. This
book offers a critique of ’decline theology’, which has been influential amongst
theologians and churches, and which assumes church growth is impossible
and/or unnecessary. The contributors provide rich resources from scripture,
doctrine and tradition, to underpin action to promote church growth and to
stimulate further theological reflection on the subject. The Archbishop of
Canterbury provides the Foreword.
All local churches experience a predictable life cycle of growth and decline. But if
a church is on a downward trend, how can it turn around? Taking Your Church to
the Next Level explains the impact of age and size on churches and outlines the
improvements that must be made at each point for a church to remain fruitful and
faithful to its mission. McIntosh deftly describes the cycles of fruitfulness and the
importance of continual improvement to diminish destructive forces that keep a
congregation from its mission. Church leaders, pastors, and all who care about
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the church and desire to see it experience biblical growth will benefit from the
sage wisdom offered in these pages.
The author of this work, Isaac Ojutalayo, has done his research on the subject of
leadership and church growth. The contents of this book are the written evidence.
The eleven chapters embrace some of the most important and necessary things
that leaders should learn and practise, whether they are ordained ministers or lay
workers in the church. The principles he has written about can also be applied in
circular organisation. This book reveals Dr Isaac Ojutalayo’s academic
achievement and experimental development. He has divided each chapter into
readable sections that can be easily discussed and studied. The book is suitable
for individuals and groups who are called by God to lead His people. Dr Isaac
Ojutalayo is passionate that leaders be men and women of excellence, whether
the congregation they lead is large or small. He stresses communication,
generosity, honesty, and continuing education with the highest level of trust, all
essential elements of church growth. He points out repeatedly that the church
and the world community are suffering from a crisis of leadership, that bold and
honest leaders are needed in the church and in the marketplace, as well as in the
home. In my analysis he has called for transformational leaders to rise up and
effect change. It is very clear that he is saying that many leaders work within
situations. Transformational leaders change what can be talked about, whereas
many other leaders talk about pay-offs. Transformational leaders talk about
goals. Many leaders bargain, whereas transformational leaders appeal to a
common vision. Dr Isaac Ojutalayo argues that desperately needed Christians
and transformational leadership will not emerge until we have a model of a
transforming leader. I believe that Jesus Christ was and is the most effective
leader the world has ever known. It is with unreserved joy that I recommend this
publication to those who are interested in church leadership. Professor Clinton L.
Ryan, ThD
In this missionary classic, first published in 1970, Donald A. McGavran skillfully
combines theological convictions, empirical research, sociological principles, and
spiritual insights to mold a paradigm for effective evangelism strategy both at home and
abroad. This third edition, revised and edited by C. Peter Wagner, retains the book's
original aim and essence while modernizing the language and streamlining the flow of
ideas, reducing the book's bulk by 35 percent. Other features of this edition include an
additional chapter on divine healing and an expanded, updated, and annotated reading
list. -Church leaders understand that managing the day-to-day operations of a church can be
challenging because of limited resources, managing volunteer labor, and supporting the
needs of the congregation. Smart Church Management: A Quality Approach to Church
Administration, Third Edition is an updated guide for managing the resources of a
church - which is people, time and money. This book provides tools and examples for
decision making and problem-solving for church administration that is easy to
understand and more importantly, quick to implement! This book also includes
discussion questions to provoke thought and discussion for church teams. This book is
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ideal for ministry students, church boards, church leadership and church administrators.
Acclaimed church leader, blogger, founder and chief strategic officer of The Unstuck
Group, Tony Morgan unpacks the lifecycle of a typical church, identifies characteristics
of each phase, and provides practical next steps a church can take to move towards
sustained health. Think about your church for a moment. Is it growing? Is it
diminishing? Is it somewhere in between? Acclaimed church leader, blogger, and
founder and chief strategic officer of The Unstuck Group, Tony Morgan has identified
the seven stages of a church's lifecycle that range from the hopeful and optimistic days
of launch, to the stagnating last stages of life support. Regardless of the stage in which
you find your church, it carries with it the world's greatest mission—to "go and make
disciples of all the nations . . ." With eternity at stake the Church should be doing most
everything within its power to see lives changed forever. The Church should strive for
the pinnacle of the lifecycle, where they are continually making new disciples and
experiencing what Morgan refers to as "sustained health." In The Unstuck Church,
Morgan unpacks each phase of the church lifecycle, and offers specific and strategic
next steps the church leader can take to find it's way to sustained health . . . and finally
become unstuck. The Unstuck Church is a call for honest an assessment of where your
church sits on the lifecycle, and a challenge to move beyond it.
Christianity is a surprising religion. It has changed the world in remarkable ways
throughout history simply through Christians living out their faith. More recently, we’ve
become afraid of a habituated Christianity, thinking that routines will rob our faith of its
vitality. The net effect is that we’ve replaced the habits that surprise the world with
habits that mimic the world—and both we and the world suffer for it. Integrating the five
habits in the BELLS model—Bless others, Eat together, Listen to the Spirit, Learn Christ,
and understand yourself as Sent by God into others’ lives—will help you spread the
gospel organically, graciously, and surprisingly. Michael Frost, a world-renowned expert
on evangelism and discipleship, makes evangelism a lifestyle that is fulfilling, exciting,
effective, and easy to live out!
90% of the churches in the world have less than 200 people. What if that's not a bad
thing? What if smallness is an advantage God wants us to use, not a problem to fix?
The Church Growth Movement has divided devout Christians. Even though Rainer is an
advocate, his aim here is to present an objective view of the movement--its history, the
theology associated with it, and the principles which seem to separate churches that
grow from those that don't.
If the divine liturgy really is as beautiful as we claim, wouldn't more people attend?
Wouldn't the church grow? Driven by our desire for growth, we count, we analyze, we
make charts, and we strategize, but often with few discernible results. That is probably
the result of focusing on secondary aspects of church life. As we know, the very
existence of a church is a gift of God's presence and not the result of any particular
actions taken by human beings. For that reason, church is primarily about being
something rather than doing or achieving something. So the growth of the church is not
reflected in ever-increasing numbers, dollars, and activities, but rather in steadily
growing conformity to the divine ideal. So in order to evaluate ecclesial growth, we will
first have to ask what the church is supposed to be. One answer to that question is
captured in the four marks of the church given in the creed: Oneness, Holiness,
Catholicity, and Apostolicity. These four characteristics serve as a matrix or framework
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within which we can focus on the primary aspects of ecclesial being and help it grow
and become what it was intended to be.
It's no secret that the evangelism methods of yesterday are not yielding the kinds of
results they did in the 1970s and 1980s. So how are new Christians hearing the Gospel
today? How are they finding churches? And what makes them stay at a church? The
answers to these questions have the power to dramatically alter the way we do
outreach. And Dr. McIntosh has them. Based on ten years of scientific research,
Growing God's Church shows pastors and church leaders how people are actually
coming to faith in the 21st century. It covers factors such as our motive for ministry, the
priorities churches set for themselves, the reality of churchless Christians, generational
and gender-based differences in evangelism effectiveness, the name of your church,
the influence of pastors, and much more. The appendix includes a copy of the survey
that provides the basis for McIntosh's arguments and an overview of the study is
provided in the first chapter.
Different churches grow in different ways. This book will help you figure out your
church's orientation and show the way to healthy growth.
Trends among the world's 20 largest churches; The local church as a church planting
base; Church growth and the Holy Spirit; Using computers to support church growth;
Who's who in church growth.
Author Donald A. McGavran is considered a founder of the Church Growth Movement
in America. In this 3rd edition of his standard work, McGavaran analyzes the causes,
methods and strategies for successful church growth both in America and abroad.
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